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Introduction
Physiologically, a human including his organism, being
a complex phenomenon with known and assumed multifactor receptor systems, forms it specific relations with the
environment and a society in a kind of ‘occasional’ results
explicated in time domain, with ‘seeds-reasons’ of each action, and the Future. Having conceived in his imagination
the history and the time as a frozen or, in the best variant,
the dynamic structure, the a person cannot suppose that
structural message of his mentality also carry a composition
of magnetic environments of combined objects that can lead
to a mental improvement or inhibition and getting into a
loop, which will also be reflected in the neuron networks of
the brain as electrical signals deposited in neuron-dendriteaxon-synapse-neuroglial space.
Magnetic fields of the ambient substance, transection of
these and other fields, formed externally including various
magnetic processes in the human’s organism, his brain or
neuron networks, which store images of the global composition created using the apparatus of logic and associations according to the level of the learning system, as well
as through a common motility and motions, are usually invisible, and cannot be sensed directly, we have to rely on
receptors of the learning system together with the memory,
which is sometimes called the Intellect, or on the active
memories in combination with a set of various ‘comprehension tools’ and broadcasting behavior rules to it. A society
acting through the words-images, which stimulate electrical
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activity in the brain, gives a possibility to deep inside the
processes of the unified composition of the animated and
not Eternal; of unanimated but having a longer period of
presentation as a part of the nature; of abstract and Engaged;
and in combinations of transformations of the Magnetelectrical Nature of everything: local and Cosmic.
In engineering and theoretical sciences, the algorithm of
the natural phenomena development as the time-structure
relations can be represented as the following. ‘Something’
existed and ‘lived’ in the Universe, or came on some unknown reasons, and transformed into elementary magnetic
particles and electromagnetic emission, including the following algorithms of emission – elementary particles and
their groups inside the substance – the substance – magnetic-‘pre-alive’ – alive in the form of structures of organisms that complement each other and form the Nature or its
types. We live close to it both, mentally, and physically, and
continuously have been approaching, adapting to it, or even
breaking it.
As it can be assumed, transformation of ‘something’ resulted in elementary ‘magnetic particles’, which consolidate
all further formations. On some reason, the fundamental
ground that represents Everything in our memory as images
with the time domain explication, is based on the Alive, with
its demonstration by the neuron and the receptor systemsс
in the form of a mobile object of our imagination creativity
that can contain elements of destruction of the both, the own
creation, or the object created from “something” that was
already mentioned before.
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Such ‘Selectness’ of the alive could happen due to the
fact that composition of ‘an alive’ is considerably more ergonomic, has larger time-duration, is more adaptable and
flexible to the environmental changes, but, of course within
some little deviation of pressure, temperature, humidity, and
feeding magnetic field; is able to consume all pre-alive and
alive (plants and animals), is more mobile in case of any
changes of its position in space, has possibilities to protect
itself in various emergencies, and retain images and experience that are imposed to others using actions and words.
The entire area of the Universe including the Earth is
filled with the pervasive and all-forming elementary ‘magnetic’ particles, which characteristics are more dynamical
than notional electron, proton, neuron, etc. [40-41].
This paper represents observation of magnetic flows or
magnetic fields carrying definite codes of a human’s survivability as one of the essential components of the humans’
existence. Such codes have a form of a set (spectra) of frequencies, in which a human’s organism ‘has been swimming’ within all its ‘life’ and during construction of its being
inside a society or the space. Moreover, if you try to examine
structure of the human’s organism in details, you can see in
its systems the enormous amount of electrical processes that
continuously ‘adjust’ organism’s systems during its growth,
and within the entire period of the life. [5, 7, 8, 14].
Probably, all said above is quite abstractional and hard
for comprehension, however, it is not more abstract than a
Rutherford atom model, which is assumed by physicians,
and which is traditionally represented and inspired to us in
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various educational institutions; or the Universe structure
models, which include such notions as the Red shift ‘according to Hubble’ regardless to changes of the environment and its agility, and regardless to travels of magnetic
and electric flows inside such environment.
Junction of the theories of Alive and Non-alive into one
theory is a considerably hard task even, if you manage to
find joining elements, and discover those unanimous forms
and notions that can fill each such theory. In summary, all
the above implies that if you find such common substance
of notion, a person will not have to tear his consciousness
into several different worlds of alive and non-alive, visible,
and invisible, as absolutely everything would form a unity,
and interconnect, mostly, and as it is assumed in this paper,
using energies of various structures determining magnetic
flows (magnetic fields).
Atom models represented by the ancient scientists – Aristotle, Mutacallims, or Maimonides, as well as those from
the today atom researchers have already lost its applicability, as they were useful only at the definite stages of the
science development. Current attempts to reconstruct this
theory using various distant and close interactions, introduction of the notion ‘dark’ matter are very much like some
spirit-rapping, and confirm that the only thing the modern
science is the best at are engineering achievements; and it
is the clear evidence that Nobel was right, when he set his
award as the prize for certain achievements and inventions
that facilitate humans’ labour and determine direction of the
progress in the life of both, the society, and a definite person.
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Although very often engineering achievements form to a
person a temptation to step away from the real labour with a
desire to be watched by the both, the Government and other
people around him; to be seen and noticed; and to get any
directions or guidelines ‘invisibly’ via mass ‘disinforming’
media, which distorts his brain neuron-magnetic network,
and him possible to say that he knows and understands everything, while this person would spend all his life sinking in
illusions and unclear events.
This paper offers a new notion – MAGNETOBIOSPHERE, a thin interlayer inside other spheres, which is
99% the homicide of the fauna and the human, with the
focus on magnetic flows (fields), and their transformations
within this sphere.
One of the core parameters of the Magnetobiosphere is
the Resultant Magnetic Field (RMF) on the Earth surface
being the result of interaction of magnetic (flows) fields of:
the Erath, the Sun, the Moon, planets, interplanetary space,
or the interstellar space which transformations affect human’s brain, namely, his neuron-dendrite-axon-synapseglial system that determines its birth, development, status,
time formation, creativity, and health.
RMF distribution within the Earth surface as some ‘basins’ of density-varying magnetic fields make it possible for
animals to have a geed sense of direction and time.
People feel changes in magnetic fields even at a light deviation of RMF, which often can result in headache, blood
pressure elevation, or an energy surge, or sudden rise of intellectual abilities.
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Chapter 1
Magnetism As The Base (Carrier)
Of Nature Stability And Transformation.
As the experiment on visualization of a magnetic field
using metal chips is being well known for many centuries, it
is quite obvious that this effect is produced by some certain
power, it is planned to be used for examining some features
of the carrier of this power. As the magnetic field (MF) covers everything in the nature, all is based on interaction of
magnetic fields and flows both inside all cellars and planets,
and on the Earth, within the Solar system, and, in general,
everywhere in our World including human’s organism.
All rules of magnetic and gravitational influences are
described by the same principles, but carriers of such interacting powers have very shallow description in the physics fundamental. Thus, presumption that all the above is
one and the same interaction, which will deviate depending on active magnetic mass variation in objects, has certain
grounds. However, it is necessary to establish more detailed
objectives for characteristics of magnetic fields of various
physical objects and emissions.
It is possible to form a list of materials (objects) similar
to the Mendeleev table, but such table will include cells with
features of various magnetic properties and ways of their interaction. In this case, the table structure must be based not
on their chemical interaction, but on magnetic.
If poles of two magnets S1 and N2, or S2 and N1 are connected, the external field of such magnets in outer space will
have minimal value.
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However, in case of connecting S1 with S2, and N1 with
N2 we will observe repulsion of the magnets, and the external field of such interaction will approach to its maximal
value.
This example displays that structure of the large substance aggregations including planets, part of its MF will
be ‘neutralized’ according to the first variant, and explains
the low value of magnetism of such substance. So, the more
this substance is in the object, the less is the value of the external MF, and vice versus, in the second variant this value
will increase rapidly. However, in both cases mass of the
substance will be equal. In this case, there can be some errors in density, mass, or the magnetic field of the planet,
which can change in time domain as the result of magnetic
or internal including destructive processes. Thus, it is necessary to introduce the notion of potential magnetic field
of the substance. It will also, to some extent, explain effect
of gravitation. Hidden potential magnetism determines the
mass as the sum of magnetic structures in the substance and
often, in some structures, the volume of the static charge on
its surface can characterize it.
Planets (or objects) with weak magnetic fields possess
large static charge due to accumulation of particles that determine magnetic interaction [40] on their surface.
Whereas the planets (or objects) with strong magnetic
fields have a high magnetic interaction potential.
Fst. field+FMF~m substance volume

Generation of the magnetic field of the planet is the generation of small spiral structures that fill all the space, which
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we know, including the vacuum. [40] It is a connecting link
for all substance clusters: a planet, stellar combinations, human’s organism, or any other object.
In addition, motions of planets, asteroids, or stars provokes generation of ultralow frequency electromagnetic
emissions, which include magnetic fields, as traveling along
an orbit or a trajectory they pass areas with the magnetic
fields ‘dissolved’ in space that have some certain value. Any
motion of an object is the source for MF changing, and thus
it forms changes in magnetic flows.
An ‘Alive’ including a human, perceives magnetic flows
through its receptors inside the organism. Such receptors receive electric signals that have specific frequency coding
and decoding systems of valuation and regulation of all processes had place in the organism including the brain.
Conditions formed on the Earth for the flora, fauna, and
the human existence include also so-called natural magnetic
fields received from various sources – the Earth itself, the
Sun, the Moon, stars, other planets, objects inside the Solar
system, the Universe, as well as from the outer magnetic
fields, which, probably perform some transformations in the
time domain, but are not perceived by any receptor systems.
Affections from external factors of anthropogenic interactions and such sources as induced fields, lightning, or any
other natural events can lead to activation of various outer
magnetic fields according to the frequency response of such
effects represented in pulsation with the frequency of up to
several hundred pulses per second, as well as in rhythms of
magnetic fields of the Earth and the Sun.
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For instance: frequency response of the magnetic field
of the Earth (EMF) are displayed on Fig. 1 as values of the
resultant magnetic field (RMF).
A (Тл)

50 мкТл

0

Частотные характеристики МПЗ

f (Гц)

Fig. 1 (EMF implies RMF)

The average annual observation displayed that the principle resonances of the Earth’s magnetic field are occurred
at frequencies of 0,2;4;6;8;14;20;26;32 Hz. The frequency
band of EMF coincides with the frequencies of the magnetic
fields of a human, and are the most clearly demonstrated at
frequencies of from 14 to 32 Hz, which are close to β (beta)
rhythm of the human’s brain. (see Table 1)
On the ground of all said above we can conclude that
the natural MF surrounding a human on the Earth is just as
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essential as air, light, optimal temperatures, humidity, etc.,
and it supports electrical processes in the human organism.
Below is represented a comparison between magnetic
fields generated by the systems of a human’s organism and
deviation of the MF against the urban noise.
Values of magnetic fields generated inside the human’s organism and
fields induced externally.

Table 1

MF rangeability

Magnetic
flows
frequency

1. Cordis, muscles – approx. 10-10T
2. Eyes – approx. 10-11 T
3. Rhythms and responses of brain – 10-12 T f=10-2 to 103 Hz
4. Geomagnetic field variations - 10-9 T
5. Urban noise - 10-8 T
As it is clearly seen from Table 1, variations in amplitudes of the geomagnetic field and magnetic fields of the
Sun radiation on the earth surface are a sequence higher in
level and intensity of magnetic fields emitted by the human’s
organism. It contributes in supposition that the geomagnetic
and magnetic fields of the Sun can induce electric fields to
electric regulation systems of the cordis, muscles, and sensor systems. Random set of functions harmonic components
variations of the induced magnetic fields generated by external MF within the frequency band of 0 to several hundred
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Hz applied to the neuron-axon-synapse-dendrite-glial fields
of the brain provokes formation of the ‘pseudo’ coding of
signals and thus, to lead to nonsystemic arrhythmic peaks in
operation of the brain blood circulation system, as well as
other systems of the organism.
It is well known that all signals are produced by neurons
of the brain and receptors of the both internal and external
systems, and they pass frequency coding, and have definite
parameters connected to human’s organism functioning.
These signals have various frequencies within the band for
0 to several hundred of Hertz.
As variations in the Sun’s and the Earth’s MF intensity
experience continuous changing during the days, months,
and years, some combinations of harmonic components can
simulate almost real ‘false’ signal for brain’s neuron structures or other systems of the organism and provoke in the
worst case even the death of the organism. It is especially
true for moments of dreaming, when a human is in ‘nondynamic’ state. In this case, inertia in dynamic operation
of the brain and organism structures could help the entire
organism to escape from the critical state during such ‘false’
signals induced by MF.
The ‘urban noise’ of magnetic fields generated by electric
transport, power networks of houses and business centers
can also, in some certain cases, start pathologic processes
in the organism, which are often explained by an individual
aptitude to some type of deceases that are easily discovered
during diagnostic examinations, and it is especially true for
deceases of the blood circulation, blood-forming, and the
cell generation systems of the organism.
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Alterations leading to weakening of the Earth magnetic
field up to the extremely low values provoked by the increase of the Sun flows MF within the frequency band typical for the organism systems operation are the subject of
special interest, as during ‘magnetic storms’ can deviate up
to 3μT.
It is important to note that horizontal component of EMF
(HEMF) has the maximal value close to the equator equal to
30-50 μT, which is decreased when approaching to the poles
up to approximately 0.01 μT, and the vertical component of
the Earth magnetic field (VEMF) is reduced from 60-70 μT
on the poles up to almost 0 on the equator, which is displayed
on the graph of Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Graph of behavior of HEMF and VEMF
on the Earth’s surface.
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It stands to mention that the summarized resultant magnetic field of the Earth (RMFE) affects humans considerably larger in the northern middle and southern latitudes.
The level of VEMF within the areas of abnormal magnetic variations can be higher than in adjacent regions.
This paper provides detailed description of EMF inphased disturbances that are generated in a random way
and exist at the same time everywhere within the planet.
Such disturbances are local, limited by a definite area of the
Earth, and are permanent, can be observed continuously in
some certain zones of the earth surface, and can achieve up
to the value of hundreds of nano-Tesla [16, 17, 28, 32, 42].
The horizontal components being the part of RMFE can
vary up to several thousands of nano-Tesla. Due to their
connection to solar activity, these components have periodic
nature, and EMF frequency spectrum varies from 10-5 Hz
to hundreds of Hertz. As it was already mentioned above,
the frequency spectrum of RMFE has the equal parameters
to those of the intraneuron contacts, as well as they are similar to parameters of electric impulses transferred from receptors and motor neurons to various muscular structures
including the cordis.
At the elevation of 2,000 km intensity of the Earth’s
magnetic field reduced by almost twice to 10-28 μT, at the
elevation of 12 thous. km –to 0.85-1.2 μT, and at the height
of 30 thous. km to 170-250 nT that is indicated on Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 Alteration of EMF against elevation above
the Earth’s surface.

Alterations in the Earth’s magnetic field and its average
value can be described using the sample below.
During the period from 1953 till 2009, EMF in the Ukraine
increased significantly, which is represented on Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Changes of EMF within the Ukraine territory,
as of 1953 - 2009.
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It is also important to note that during 43 years, all alterations in EMF under the total growth of the amplitude of
1.2 μT can be represented as it is shown on the drawing on
Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 Changes in EMF within the Ukraine territory according
to data as of 1961-2004.

Amplitude of the EMF variations with the cycle of approximately 4-6 years amounts to 40 to 240 nT.
Next stage is investigation of EMF and its components
affection on human’s brain. During various activities, the
brain cortex is significantly affected by VEMF, while HEMF
provides the most influence on the frontal and the end lobes
including the temporal cortex. On the contrary, during the
period of sleeping HEMF affects the brain cortex, and the
other parts experience more influence from VEMF. For various positions of a human, the above said variants of MF
affection can have two consequences as follows.
The first. It can be assumed that the result of influencing
the human brain can be represented as a summary of EMF
affection as a resultant magnetic field. However, it should
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be noted that EMF depends on geographical position of the
human on the Earth surface.
The second. It can be assumed that during the night level
of the HEMF influencing has less dependence on the solar activity, and thus, provides lower affection on the brain
cortex. Vertical component of EMF has the larger value, it
‘penetrates’ the whole body of a human and, probably, normalizes and regulates operation of the organism blood system. Vision region of the brain and the frontal cortex also
experience increased influence from VEMF that activates
hippocampus and determines content of dreams from recent
events (rapid eye movement sleep cycle), whereas the information from the memory regions of the frontal cortex
can also form the dreams due to the low values of HEMF
(nonrapid-eye-movement sleep cycle). As a result a dream
of a human living on the equator will be formed from the
episodes of his/her visual memory, that is the rapid eye
movement sleep, and a dream of a human living within the
middle latitude will contain approximately equal parts of
the rapid and nonrapid-eye-movement sleep cycles.
Affection of the Moon MF on the Sun MF added to
VEMF and HEMF is case of sleeping during the daytime
can form some variations.
It should be noted that gravitational attraction of the
Moon to the Sun, according to calculations performed by
gravitational interaction researchers, is approximately 200
times larger than of the Earth, however the Moon remains
on its orbit, which makes it possible to speculate on consider magnetic interaction between the Moon, the Earth, and
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the Sun as some phenomenon that is not connected with the
planet mass, but mostly related to the magnetic potential
field.
In general, the structure of the solar system, with consideration of all papers that assume the Sun core to be similar
to the Earth, consists of the iron, and makes it possible to
talk about the ‘magnetic’ theory of the solar system construction. While speculating on this theory it should be mentioned that cores of the Sun and planets of the solar system
must not necessarily be a sphere, thus the stability of the
planets traveling along their orbits and disposition of the
planets in almost one plane of the space can be determined
by their magnetic interaction and similar structure of cores
of such planets. In this case, the most stable structure of
the solar system is when the planets core form is close to a
toroid as it is shown in Fig. 6, and the Sun’s magnetic power
lines come from the Sun’s toroid center and penetrate centers of the planets’ toroids. [45]
Toroids are the planets cores, and their high temperature
and liquid form makes it possible to ‘adjust’ to the line of
the magnetic field of the Sun’s core toroid, which mass is
99.9 % of the solar system mass, in one plane.
The above-suggested ‘structure’ of the solar system with
its certain speed of planets rotation around the Sun is more
realistic than other theories previously suggested and used
by physics.
Structures like Andromeda nebula or our galaxy, etc.,
obviously have similar composition.
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Outer shells of celestial bodies

Sun

Mercury

Venus

Earth

Mars

Jupiter

Toroids formed from melted metals of celestial bodies
Primary planets

Fig. 6 Magnetic structure of the Solar system

Suggestion on ‘Toroidal’ magnetic interaction of the solar system planets and the Sun makes it possible to develop
possibilities of power lines of the magnetic fields within the
planetary relations more accurately.
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Magnetic system of the Sun can influence speed of the
planets rotation around their axes, as well as their traveling
along their orbits, and adjust parameters of the planets magnetic ‘weather’, which is related with the seasonal Earth
weather changes and thus to affect status of everything alive.
Evolutionary, or immediately after genesis the animal life
mostly adapted to various types of magnetic ‘disturbances’
on the Sun including correction of the humans’ health and
intellect level, as well as possibilities for various model of
alive beings, which will be discussed later. Such disturbances are actually correcting and regulating, provided the human’s brain has parameters of electrical components that
are resonantly set on definite spectral components of such
disturbances.
The neuron networks of the human are affected exactly
by changes of the magnetic field, even low variations of
the amplitude, but with the harmonic composition. Such
changes influence chains-dendrite- neuron body, neuron
body-axon with synapses, nodes of Ranvier, and glial structures. Amplitude of such magnetic field changes varies from
hundreds pico-T to 3-5 μT for the brain regions mentioned
above.
2 and 4 Sun activity cycles determine intellectual abilities of a human, which during conception and living continuously remains in the zone of such increased activity.
In addition, among arrhythmic magnetic processes provoking ‘improvement’ of intellectual abilities it is necessary
to separate local zones formed by the strikes of lightning
by both ball or common, point and those generated by the
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total stress of magnetic fields induced by the processes of
strata movement under the earth surface before and during
earthquakes, fall of meteorites, and artificial generated by
electric transport, as well as the other sources.
Changes of a magnetic field had place during flights on
aircrafts and space flights should be also mentioned, it is
especially important when taking into consideration the fact
that they have maximal values in middle latitudes from east
to west or from west to eat, however the last route’s amplitude of the magnetic field changes mostly depends on the
Earth rotation, as well as the magnetic lines of the magnetic
field.
The above said processes regulate magnetic balance of
the internal environment of the organism, its systems, and
the brain.
All mentioned previously makes it possible, with the
high degree of probability, to make propositions relative to
preservation of a definite magnetic environment (field) of
the organism’s structures inside the human’s brain, and all
alive substances, as the perdurance of the ‘electronic skeleton’ of a human requires to support a possibility of transferring electric signals from receptor systems to the brain,
and from the brain to muscles, eyes, ears, etc., as well as to
operation of the CNS (central nervous system) and the brain
itself, this possibility shall be determined by regulation over
formation of a permanent magnetic field.
Such magnetic field, and stability of its value is determined by magnetic flows from the blood system, which
consists from the flow of elements (cells) of blood running
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in a definite area, for example the brain, die to magnetizing
of hemoglobin, blood, food, or due to own generation of
electric fields (θ, β-rhythms), as well as the external magnetic fields mentioned above.
External magnetic fields (flows) can induce electric fields
on various elements on the organism and brain systems as
the sum dimensions of their neuron conductors achieves to
hundreds of thousand kilometers. In addition, brain neurons, which amount to about 10 billion and 50 types, acting as electronic elements of the organism and the memory
regulation, can percept by dendrites, axons, and the neuron
body, induced magnetic fields, adjusting electric signals,
and especially their frequency responses.
The large value magnetic fields induced, for instance, in
the brain acting through the blood system, which has considerably low impedance, cam decrease electric pickups to
a neuron network.
Evaluation of a magnetic balance of the human’s organism internal environment, and its affection on the human’s
life are still subject for further examination, and this process
requires investigation of special tools necessary for such
evaluation and correction, that is treatment of various pathologies and reduction of the risk of organism diseases, as
well as for humans’ diagnosing.
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Chapter 2
Structure Of A Human’s Brain With Consideration
Of The Magnetic Fields Affection
As in this paper there will be often mentioned structural
components of the brain that influence on the systems, organs, and cell masses, it is necessary to perform a brief review of the brain components as they, and parameters of
their being affected by external magnetic fields are represented in this paper.
The human’s brain is the organ of the central nervous
system (CNS) of a human. Which consists of a great number of interconnected nerve cells – neurons, dendrites, synapses, terminal fibers of axons, nodes of Ranvier, and glia
united into the neuron- dendrite- synapse- axon-glial structure of the pituitary gland, hypothalamus, hippocampus,
cerebellum, thalamus, optic thalamus, bridge, - oblongated
marrow, and other sections and subsections, which will be
mentioned when necessary and joined into the cerebral cortex (cerebrum). The neurons can be subdivided into sensing,
receptor, locomotive, motoneurons, associative, interneurons, basket cells, pyramidal, and stellate cells, etc. A fragment of the neuron field of the cell network is represented
in Fig. 8. [1]
At the moment of birth, the infant’s brain weights 300
grams, while the brain of an adult is between 1.5 to 2.0 kg.
Conventionally the brain can be divided into the paleocortex, archicortex, and the neocortex – the cerebrum.
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Currently there are discovered and determined 52 fields
of the brain (cerebrum), where each such field represents
some certain centers of analysis and reception.
Nerves output from the brain structures and get to various organs. At the same time electric signals organs and receptors come into the brain, where they are processed and
compared with the elements of the memory of the conscious
and unconscious including reflectory cerebration on the
ground of comparison and evaluation, which generates response regulating signals, as well as the hormones through
the brain irrigation system. The organism possesses the
large amount of receptor cellar structures perceiving environmental factors, as well as conductive chains (paths). [44]
Sensitive information comes into CNS by various ways.
Information concerning the environment state is received
through the skin and the sense organs. Information about
the internal environment state is received from the internal
organs. Moreover, the biomechanical systems provide information about the state of the operating organs, muscles,
and joints. [1]
The analyzer (acc. to I.P. Pavlov) consists of a receptor
section, conductive section, and the cortical section. Structure of the analyzer is represented in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7 Analyzer structure

Receptor cells inside the human’s organism have a wide
variety that makes it possible to perceive certain parameters
of the internal and the external environment. [44]
The blood system of the human’s brain provides brain
with nutritional elements and the oxygen (O2) and consumes
of about 20% of blood that approaches through branches
of carotid arteries during the vital process and supplies all
cells of the brain via the glial space. The length of the cerebral blood vessels is 160 thousand kilometers. As it is well
known, the neuron space is supplied with the blood due to
the small-branched vessels and a great number of capillary
tubes. Blood from the capillary tubes is collected into the
average size vessels, and then into the large vessels.
To limit arrival of unwanted chemicals including various medicines through the blood into the brain it has a special protecting blood-brain barrier. Cerebral cortex consists
of neurons and glial cells. The cortex thickness amounts to
1.5 to 4.5 mm, and its area is about 2,200 cm2. The cortex
consists of the paleocortex, archicortex, and the neocortex,
where the neocortex is 95.9 % of the total cortex volume.
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The hippocampus cortex includes neurons of the more simple level than the neocortex neurons.
The brain includes approximately 1011 neurons, of various 50 form-types. A neuron contains a neuron body, axon,
dendrites, axon terminal fibers, nodes of Ranvier, and synapses.
Structure of the neuron fields of the cerebral cortex are
represented in Fig. 8.

Fig.8 Structure of the brain neuron fields.
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The neuron body contains a core and a biochemical unit
for synthesis of inducible enzymes and other molecules necessary for the neuron cell living.
Dendrites are the thin tubular growing, which are used
for sending electrical signals to a neuron.
Axon goes far from a neuron and transmits signal, which
are generated in a cell body, and interacts with other cells of
the brain neurons.
Information is transferred from one neuron to another
via synapses.
A standard neuron can have from 1,000 to 10,000 synapses, which are also used for the information receipt. The
synapse is a point of neurons contacts.
Axon of the one neuron cell contacts with dendrites of
the other neuron cell. Axon can be from 1 cm to 1 km long
and has the insulating medullary sheath. Generation of the
neuron electric signals implies activation of hundreds of
synapses. Axon nodes of Ranvier are used to fasten signals
generation. The neuron membrane thickness is 5 nmeters.
Membrane proteins can be subdivided into pumps, channels, receptors, enzymes, and structural proteins.
Neuron pumps transfer ions and molecules from the external space to the neuron body and vice versa.
Receptor proteins can define content of ions and molecules according to their dimensions and electric potential.
The outer environment of the neuron cell is approximately 10 times richer in Na than the inner, however, the
inner environment of a neuron is about 10 times richer in
Ka, than the outer.
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Na – K pump regulates their concentration in both environments.
Axon interior has a potential of 70 μV if compared with
the outer solution.
Closing and opening of the pumps valves forms the base
for distribution of a nerve impulse represented by variation
of an electric potential of an axon from its maximal value of
70 μV to 0. It should be mentioned that dimensions of the
Na++ ion is by 30% less than K+ ion. [44]
Channels can be controlled both chemically and electrically. Channels density is from 0 to 104 per a sq. μ, there
are 5 types of channels. Value of the electrical field generated inside the neuron cell is up to 100 kV/cm. Neurons can
generate several electrical impulses, and is also able to form
nerve impulses with the wide range of frequencies from 1 to
several hundred Hz, furthermore the amplitude of generated
impulses is approximately equal. As a result, the information is transferred from one neuron to another by means of a
frequency coding a number of electrical impulses within the
set time interval. The more value of the transferred electrical signal the higher is the frequency of impulses transferred
from one neuron to another.
Signals decoding inside a synapse is performed by two
directions – temporal summation and spatial summation.
In addition to a clear neuron-dendrite-synapse-axonglial structure, the brain also contains a pituitarium-hypothalamic structure that consists of a pituitary gland and a
hypothalamus that are mutually reinforcing each other in
functions and arrangement.
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A pituitary gland or a lower pituitary body is an endocrine organ located in a bone pocket called the Turkish saddle. It weights 0.5 g. The pituitary gland generates hormones
that affect metabolic processes, reproductive processes, dynamic of the organism growth, and many other.
Anterior pituitary gland or the antehypophysis amounts
to 70% of the total mass of the gland and consists of various
endocrine gland cells.
Each cell type of this gland component produces its own
hormone including a somatotropic hormone, which also affects the glucose formation. Posterior pituitary gland generates such hormones as oxytocin, vasopressin, asparotocin,
vasotocin, isotocin, and mesotocin.
The pituitary gland operates together with hypothalamus. The hypothalamus contains generating hormones
that are supplied to the posterior and the anterior pituitary
glands. The pituitary gland hormones are affected by hypothalamus, which is the brain region that combines the function of an endocrine gland and neurons massive, the nervous
formation that connects it with CNS. Some regions of hypothalamus experience transformation of nervous electrical
impulses that were transmitted from the neuron networks to
the hormones space, such as: adrenocorticotropic hormone,
which participates in the lipids oxidation process; improvement of the cholesterol and insulin synthesis, and its most
amount is generated during morning and evening hours;
such as somatotropin, vasopressin, etc.
Amount of hormones is regulated due to thalamus, which
receives electrical signals from chemical receptors located
in the human’s organism.
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Hippocampus or the Horn of Ammon that is a part of
the limbic system plays a special role for the optimal operation of the human’s organism in general. 60% of hippocampus neurons react to various sensing impacts such as
the sound, visual, or tactile. The hippocampus consists of
pyramidal neurons and polymorphous cells most of which
are the poly-sensory neurons capable to react to the light,
sound, and other stimulants, and is connected with the associative cortex. The hippocampus provides generation of
a behavior reflex, and spatial orientation, as well as plays a
significant role in memory improvement. Reduction of the
hippocampus volume provokes development of the Alzheimer disease. It should be mentioned that velocity of formation of new neurons in the hippocampus for an adult person
amounts to approximately 14,000 neurons daily. In total, the
hippocampus contains about 30 μn of neurons. [1]
The hippocampus generates θ (Theta) rhythm of holding
attention with the frequency of 4–8 Hz, electrical potential
with the amplitude of 10-400 μV, as well as the β (Beta)
rhythm with the frequency of 14-30 Hz.
Next structural component of the human’s brain is glia.
It is responsible for such important functions as supporting,
distinctive, trophic, secretory, protective, and many others.
There are about 140 billion of glial cells inside the brain and
the vertebral column; there are several types of glia: neuroglia or astroglia 50-60%, astrocytic glia 30-40%, oligodendria or microglia 6-10%.
Astroglia acts as base for the neurons, isolates nerve fibers, and participates in neurons metabolism, as well as supports the long-term memory.
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Oligodendria closely surrounds neurons and their
branches bodies.
Microglia ‘wonders’ within the brain structure and preforms the protective function.
Glia cells have a definite oscillation cycle, they expand
and then reduce at a definite cycle, they expand for 90 seconds and then relax for 240 seconds, and the average frequency of these oscillations is from 2 to 20 per hour, and
thus, they perform to some extend pumping and regulating
functions. Execution of pumping functions provides traveling of nutritional elements inside the brain. A regulating
function makes it possible to decrease or increase impedance of conducting paths inside axons, which also makes it
possible to fasten processes in intraneuron contacts.
By this way nutritional elements (glucose) is supplied,
and the worn-out cells and intercellular liquid are removed
from neurons and systems of the brain via the glial region.
It should be noted that glia cells together with the neurons take active part in formation of the long-term memory,
which is probably connected with its capacitive properties
as it contains isolating matters that make it possible to maintain electric signals, which determine way of the brain longterm memory fields operation, as a constant, in the form of a
charge within the glial region. It can be considered as some
simplification of the memorizing process, and in fact, this
process can be more complicated, for instance, as a variant,
with formation of the active memory cells with autonomous
feeding inside the glial region.
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Active operation of the neurons and their participation in
activity of the organism systems and receptors cannot form
any ground for presumptions of presence of the long-term
memory inside alternating parameters of such activity inside the nervous system.
Another brain structures are the thalamus – the principle
sensory transmission core that receives information from the
sensing organs and transfers it to corresponding sections of
the sensory cortex; maintaining activation, keeping awake,
and attention, as well as the cerebellum, which is responsible for coordination and development of motion algorithms
at all stages of living in case of any abnormalities.
The largest section of the brain is the cerebral hemispheres, which are approximately 70% of its total weight;
each of them consists of four lobes: frontal, parietal, temporal, and occipital. The cortex of the parietal lobes located behind the front lobes contains bodily sensation zones including tactile sense and kinesthetic sense. The temporal lobes
are located on the sides of the parietal lobe; it is responsible
for the primary auditory cortex, speech centers, and other
functions. The occipital love is the rear section of the brain,
and its cortex contains the visual perception zones.
The cerebral hemispheres cortex consists of a layer of
gray matter 1.3-5 mm thick; it is located on the hemispheres
periphery and covers them.
In the beginning of the 20th century there was developed a theory of the cerebral cortex modularity. The cortex
module (neuron ensemble) consists of a group of neurons,
glial cells, and blood vessels that are specifically distributed
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within the space and are interconnected. As it was supposed,
this module would be responsible for processing and storage of the received information. It was also supposed that
all modules were joined using interneurons.
Using this theory as the basis it can be proposed that such
system uses electric signals, which are received from the organism receptors, and from one neuron to another inside the
human’s cerebral, and have the frequency modulation and
filling with harmonics of from 0 to several hundred Hz.
As it was already discussed, the amplitude of such electrical signal amounts to approximately 70 μV. Moreover, the
cerebral activity can be expressed in generation of rhythms,
some of which, namely θ (Theta) and β (beta) are generated
by the hippocampus.
Cerebral rhythms: α, β, θ, λ, δ, and their parameters are
represented below, and they are normally registered on the
surface of a human’s head using encephalograph, and which
should be deemed as electrical skin induced signals as a result of a massive operation of various magnetic interactions
inside the brain aimed at supporting and activation of the
cerebral areas, which is displayed on magnetoencephalograms, i.e. on neurons, synapses, and dendrites during receipt and processing afferent signals mainly induced due
to operation of the sensing systems and memories during
combinatory activity logistics of the brain fields. The main
rhythms of the human’s brain are represented below.
1. Delta-rhythm, f 0.2 to 4 Hz, amplitude 50-500 μV
(deep sleep)
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2. Theta-rhythm, f 5 to 7 Hz, amplitude 10-30 μV
(sleep, hypnotic effects)
3. Alpha-rhythm, f 7 to 13 Hz, amplitude up to 100 μV
(relaxation, rest, reflection)
4. Beta-rhythm, f 15 to 35 Hz, amplitude 5-30 μV (active state, keeping awake)
5. Gamma-rhythm, f 35 to 100 Hz, amplitude up to 15 μV
The cerebral rhythms, their amplitude (activity), primary
frequency, and harmonic filling-in are assigned to each certain person at the moment of birth, and then are regulated
during the process of growing and development of pathologies applicable to his reaction to external processes, and degree of his participating in such processes.
It is definitely that electrical signals obtained from receptors of cold, heats, muscle structures, and pain receptors
in vessels and organs have the parameters similar to the signals received from one neuron to another, and this fact contributes to supposition about multipurpose of the frequency
coding application in operation in the central nervous system (CNS). If the electrical signal frequency modulation,
which frequency response and amplitude corresponding to
35 °С are equivalent, is directed to the nerve ending bypassing receptors, then the organism, via CNS, will react to hot
objects with the above said temperature. It is also possible
to use electrical signal to provoke generation of hormones
by the hypothalamus and pituitary system.
The full-scale coincidence in parameters of the electrical
signals and their harmonic filling-in will be probably possible after a long-term decoding and approbation of simi-
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lar signals in further R&D works. However, approbation of
such signals on a cerebral is extremely complicated due to
complexity of connecting conductors to neurons and other
elements such as axons or synapses, and dendrites.
Thus, optionally execution of such experiments can be
performed by application of induced electrical fields on
some certain areas of the cerebral using magnetic fields
(MP), which parameters are similar to those listed above
and simulate action signals for the brain neurons; nevertheless, the result of such experiments contains uncertainty.
This effect is mentioned in works of Bingi, Khabarova,
which contain no suggestions on variants of induction of
frequently modulated MP. [10, 11, 20, 25]
It definitely explains ambiguity of results during simulation of variation in harmonic composition of the Earth
and the Sun MFs, although reaction and dependence of the
people massifs on low frequency deviations of the ambient pressure, temperature, as well as the magnetic storms on
the Sun, and changes in the magnetic field of the Earth are
clearly obvious and are described in a number of researches. In addition, amplitude of the induced electrical signals
formed due to such nonmaterial variations, come close to
the internal neuron network signals, and their frequency
modulations are within the range of 0 to several hundred
Hz, which is similar to the frequency modulation of the ‘operation’ cerebral signals. Accidental affection on the brain
neuron networks can lead to the both negative processes
noticeable by people, and positive, which are normally unnoticed in the activity process, and usually referred to own
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properties and stable operation of the organism. Such effect
is especially typical for the young people.
Baroreceptors and megnetoreceptors of the human’s organism vessels display a definite and clear reaction to such
variations of external factors including the sun activity, and
alterations of EMF, and it is described in a number of papers.
Another critical point is influence of such physical factors variations on the cordial SA node and neurons that control heart muscle beating for the both increase of the amount
of beats per minutes, and considerable reduction of the heart
muscles beats. Even slight changes of these factors from
100 picoT to 1.5 μT, especially in the commutation mode,
can provoke initial forms of deceases, or worsen already
existing illnesses.
Obviously the amplitudes of electrical and magnetic
fields surrounding people including high intensity fields that
can be generated during, for instance, tomography examinations, provide an very low influence on the brain and the
organism operation due to:
- compensation of the inductions and direct affection by
resetting parameters of electrical chains or a so-called adaptive reaction of the brain structures protection via the blood
system and glial structures;
- the fact that neurons and neuron networks are controlled by only frequency modulated signals with a certain
amplitude that is equal to approximately 70 μV.
Indeed, high frequency magnetic fields applied to an organism can act through the heat induced Faucault currents,
affect on the neuron network and thus to provoke heating
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effects of the whole organism, as well as through glial structures which bear the principle heat impact generating during
such changes, through heating of the brain blood system and
the increase of glia pulsation frequency.
To some extend the brain is mechanically isolated from
direct impacts; however, it is open for magnetic fields penetrating biotissues almost free from intensity reduction, which
is possible to biophysical properties of such tissues. Thus, it
is necessary to perform additional researches in levels and
spectrums of magnetic fields in geographic areas of people
inhabitance, to separate this somehow ‘confortable’ residential zone and call it magnetobiosphere. Within this zone the
organism and the cerebral are affected by the resultant magnetic field (RMF), which is the sum of MF induced by the
Earth, the Sun, the Moon, planets of the solar system, intraplanetary, and the Universe MFs that have their own parameters, and can be determined as one of the most important
component for normal operation of a human’s organism, as
well as all and any living beings. This importance can be
even higher that it is considered by the current science.
On the next stage, it is necessary to investigate magnetic
fields and their changes around a human taking into consideration various conditions.
First of all, it is necessary to evaluate the average EMF
(RMF) and its variation within the Earth’s surface. Thus,
EMF can vary from 26 μT to 52 μT, with some abnormalities located in some areas, for instance, Kursk abnormality
with EMF variation by 4 times of the average level up to
200 μT.
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EMF is distributed in the space area within 58 thousand
km. There can be following EMF variations: diurnal, within
30-50 nT;
-lunar diurnal, within, 1-5 nT;
-annual, within, 200 nT;
-cyclic, within, 50-80 nT,
(in the beginning of our era EMF value was approximately 1.5 times higher than today);
-horizontal deviations, within 10 to 30 nT;
-aperiodic micropulsations, within 5 to 50 nT;
-short-period with the interval of 0.2 to 50 nT;
-during magnetic storms, 1,000 nT to 3000 nT;
-during lightning, up to 1000 nT; within the area of up to
1 km, under approach to 1 m, within 10 to 70 μT.
-inside an apartment constructed from reinforced concrete, within 18 to 28 μT, in the same geographic point, outside the apartment, up to 50 μT.
Frequency range of EMF (RMF) variations is 10-5 to 102
Hz, which is within the range of neuron intercommunication frequencies and complies with harmonical accumulation of frequency modulation in neuron axons.
The range of EMF components variations are: 6 hours,
8 hours, 12 and 24 hours, 27 days, half year, one and two
year cycles, four-years cycles, and cycles in 11, 22, and 60
years. Most of them are connected with the solar cycles that
formed the ground for a number of researchers to make a
supposition that solar activity affects everything without
any scientific evidences. Although issues of the Sun influencing the life on the Earth are under discussions since the
ancient Egyptian civilization.
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To compare it should be noted that, for instance, an electric shaver generates a magnetic field (MP) up to 2,000 μT;
subway – up to 3,000 μT, a trolleybus and a tram – up to 510 μT, and so on.
During years many researchers had been developing systems for MF shielding, which will make it possible to reduce
it up to 1,000 years. Under conditions of significant growth
of EMF shielding of living systems is extremely useful, and
under normal EMF this measure can alter functioning of the
organism systems, which was confirmed by tests on animals
and people.
MF level inside various closed technical complexes such
as submarines, spaceships, or aviation complexes is reduced
significantly, which implies alterations in organism operation in case of a long-term staying in such complex.
Affection of the solar activity to EMF is performed by
means of electrical currents had place in the atmosphere,
and it depends on intensity of such currents and fields. In
addition, MF depends on carpuscules captured by MF that
provoke a complex phenomenon – atmosphere ionization,
polar lights, and formation of radiation belts. Alternative MF
induced by the Sun activity is applied to EMF and stipulate
it above said parameters that are connected with cycles of the
solar activity. Some RMF (alternative) components follow
certain rules, other are chaotic and can vary their parameters,
amplitude, or frequency. The amplitude changes 3-4 times,
when passes from winter to summer. In this case, chaotic
nature implies dependencies that cannot be studied. [43]
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The Sun activity can be determined by activity of its layers, the core, radiation zone, photosphere, chromospheres,
dimensions, and parameters of the magnetic field, granules,
and loops, which specify the sum of affections on the Earth’s
atmosphere and EMF that is reflected in the Earth’s RMF.
It is necessary to note that the core in the centre of the
Sun rotates 4 times faster than its external layer.
There are also magnetic disturbances directed from the
poles to the equator, and vice versa.
In addition, cycles of reduction and expansion of the Sun
volume, and the period of the gas circulation on poles and
the equator provide influence on the Sun activity and EMF.
There are some of them:
- reduction and expansion – cycle 5 munities and 14 munities (30 munities);
- 25 days – period of gas circulation close to the equator
- 27 days
Cycles connected with atmospheric
and cavitation processes;
- 33 days
- Two-year cycle,
- Four-year cycle,
- 11-year cycle,
- 22-year cycle,
- 40-year cycle,

Cycles of the increased Sun
activity.

- 60-year cycle,
- 90-year (secular) cycle,
- 500-year cycle,
- 1850-year cycle.
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In addition, as it was already said before, magnetic fields
of the Jupiter, the Moon, and other planes of the solar system and the Universe also affect EMF or RMF.
Below the analysis of magnetic fields of the solar system
planets and the Universe, as well as their impact on EMF is
represented.
Magnetic field of Jupiter (MFYu), as one of the largest
planets of the solar system, is almost 650 μT, and is distributed within the distance of up to 700 mln. km and even hits
the Earth.
Harmonical composition of MFYu variation is conditioned similarly to the Sun, by rotation of equator layers,
and layers on the lopes, as well as the rotation of Jupiter
around its axis.
Maximal impact of MFYu on EMF varies from 0.7 to
1.4 nT.
According to the data provided by NASA USA, the Saturn magnetic field covers 1 mln. km towards the Sun. intensity of the Saturn’s magnetic fields (MFS) on its equator
amounts to 20 μT.
Average value of the Sun’s magnetic field is 100 μT, and
it can vary from 1000 μT до 20 μT in case of increased activity, and within the area of sunspots.
Magnetic field of the Sun is distributed beyond the Solar system and, obviously, affects space objects, which after entering the solar system are called comets. The toroidal
theory of the magnetic stability of the solar system is represented in Chapter 1.
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To evaluate possibility of using magnetic fields for induction of electrical signals inside neuron networks of the
brain, it is necessary to determine applicable induction
chains using a simplified equivalent electrochemical scheme
of a neuron and vessels, and taking into consideration chemical and electrical processes around it on the base of wellknown sources of electromagnetic flows investigation. The
equivalent electrochemical diagram of a neuron and vessels
is represented in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9 Equivalent electrochemical scheme of a neuron.

1) С D….С D – capacitance between dendrite conduc1

n

tors and the glia;
2) R D…..R D – capacitance between the input of anoth1

n

er neuron dendrite and the neuron body;
3) С1 – capacitance between the neuron body, glia, and
the external environment;
4) R1 – impedance between the neuron body and the glia;
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5) С2 – capacitance between a nerve branch of an axon
and the glia;
6) L1 – inductance of an axon nerve fiber;
7) R2 – impedance of an axon nerve fiber that can alter
its parameters (diameter) applicable to the rhythms of the
glial space;
8) С3 – capacitance between and open surface of the
nodes of Ranvier and the glia;
9) R – active electrical resistance of vessels, L – vessels
inductivity, C – vessels capacitance – characterizes electrical
parameters of the vessels system around the neuron body;
10) Chemical processes – operation of K+ - Na++ neuron
pumps, which set such parameters as the amplitude, frequency, and the phase of a nerve impulse. Frequency modulation
of a nerve impulse harmonics is conditioned by parameters
of signals received from dendrites of other neurons, and the
program of the neuron body reaction, as well as by the algorithms inside such signals received from other neurons.
Brief description of the neuron operation, which includes
chemical and electrical processes, as well as some detailization are represented in Fig. 9. It should be noticed that electrical processes inside the neurons cycle can be corrected by
an external magnetic field by means of its induction on the
components – conventional inductivities and capacitances,
which obviously have electrical parameters depending on,
for instance, the glia pulsation, and alternating conductivity
(impedance) of an axon.
As decoding and coding of information is performed using frequency modulation, correction of such information
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using a certain set of harmonics similar to those received
from outside, can be performed by only a complex harmonic signal that is generated by flows surrounding the human
and his brain including EMF, MFS, RPM, and others including man-made fields generated by systems created by a
human. However, to obtain consistent results it is necessary
to perform a large number of experiments.
It is also important to mention about a possibility of
blocking brain activity by application of ‘super’ large electric and magnetic fields, which can be used for treatment in
phychotherapy, and transcranial magnetic stimulation using
short magnetic pulses with 2-4 T intensity. It will contribute
to stimulation of the cerebral cortex fields at the depth of
over 2 cm, and mainly impact motor neurons, with a probable heating of the glia and neuron networks, what was already discusses previously.
Thus, stimulation by electric current and magnetic fields
with the several Tesla intensity, often leads to peripheral
muscles contraction, which implies the severe magnetic affection similar to those used in medical tomography-based
technologies.
Transcranial electric stimulation, under impacting spinal
cord structures with impulse currents of up to 3 мА, with
the square impulses contributes to the increase of concentration of serotonin and other hormones and mediators, that is
stimulates chemical processes.
The main problem connected with the supplying large
amplitude MF to the brain including during such diagnosing procedure as the tomography, is the significant load also
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applied on the cerebral glia, as a result it receives thought
condensers СnD, С1, С2, and С3 significant volume of energy, which can lead to glia’s loss of its principle characteristics of insulation and storage of the long-term memory
elements.
The neuron bodies themselves by means of their chemical energy are capable to produce a chain of pulses of a certain amplitude and frequency modulation, which is used for
coding information necessary for the adjacent neurons functioning applicable to the information obtained from other
neurons, which is decoded and alters necessity of chemical transformations based on K-Na pumps. Velocity of the
received electrical signal decoding and generation of nerve
impulses obviously depend on the signals received from the
receptors joined by the receptor neurons, and from the cells
– neurons, which receive information from the developed
behavior and unconditioned reflexes in combination with
the information applicable for each certain situation from
the cells of the long- or short-term memory, feeding and
the state of blood vessels, increase or decrease of the atmospheric pressure, pulsation of the pressure and the blood
circulation velocity, as well as the state of the glia cells that
determine capacitance of all chains around the neuron body
to provide stability in operation of the entire neuron system.
Motor neurons conditioning operation of the motility of
the entire human’s organism and its, behavior and unconditioned reflexes, as well as their parameters are set by the
both, the internal signals produced by neurons, which was
already said above, and the feedback system that provides
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information about the current state of motility of all or certain local systems of the organism.
As the brain blood vessels are connected with their own
blood circulation system and the external conditions of living
– atmospheric pressure, humidity, or magnetic fields, all and
any variations of them directly affect cerebral glia, and that is
neurons’ axons, and their parameters, what can either worsen
or improve operation of the human’s brain neuron network
applicable to the frequency responses of their oscillations.
Induction of magnetic fields via vessels inductivity (L)
and electrical resistance (R) to the cerebral vessels system,
taking into consideration its total dimensions (160 thous.
km) and a possibility of accepting low frequency harmonics from the planets and the Earth itself, and their traveling
around the Sun, through the glia can provoke disturbances
in operation of the electrical activity of all brain systems.
Moreover, improper brain feeding, in case there is a deficit of chemical and organic components necessary for the
normal neuron activity including glucose, can also the reason
of abnormal operation of the entire central nervous system.
Another important moment is the cerebral stimulation by
magnetic fields of low intensity within the range from several nano Tesla to 1 milli Tesla with filling these fields with
frequency-modulated elements capable to induce definite
positive changes in the human’s organism. More detailed
discussion of this effect applicable to the described possibilities and behavior of people will be represented below.
It is necessary to pay special attention on limits of the
possibility of the organism existence under reduction of
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EMF (RMF), or its replacement with other MF that have
different specific characteristics,. It is especially critical to
people’s living in reinforced-concrete buildings, submarines, or spaceships; that is pilots and flight attendants in
aircrafts, miners, and other people experiencing long-term
shielding of the organism against natural magnetic fields.
Experiments with bacteria and animals confirmed that
activity of bacteria spent 72 hours under a significantly reduced EMF decreased by 15 times. Application of a reduced
magnetic field to mice and rats led to numerous occasions
of sterility. A human that was under the reduced EMF experienced various system deceases, such as abnormalities
in operation of the blood circulation system, endocrine system, blood formation system; disorder of the neuron intercommunication, which leads to impaired concentration, reduction of creativity, various deceases of hippocampus and
pituitary gland and hypothalamus system, as a result – to
the loss of memory and sleep, and other ‘urban’ and ‘civilization’ deceases with probable further degradation of next
generations.
At the same time, living beings possess an incredible
‘margin of safety’. Performed experiments provided evidences that some bacteria spores can survive under pressure
of 10-13–1011 mm Hg (vacuum 10 -16 mm Hg), live in nuclear
reactors under radiation of 2-3 mln rad, in liquid helium (Siberian plague spores) at temperature of – 268.9 °С.
However, it is an expulsion and it does not cover MF, its
variations, and a life of a human.
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Deceases represented above are called ‘urban’; another
name of this phenomenon is the human’s lack of ‘anthropomorphic features’, as it is well-known and historically and statistically confirmed that a person, who lives ‘on the ground’,
i.e. in a one- or two storeyed house, has a more harmonical
neuron-dendrite-synapse-glial structure of the brain, which
makes it possible for a such person to achieve more positive
results in his activities, and especially in creative arts.
It should be also mentioned about a due oscillation of
the Earth and the Sun as complex space objects with the ultralow band frequencies of 100-5000 μHz, as well as about
the Earth oscillation at these frequencies together with other
planets of the solar system.
These oscillations impact values of EMF (RPM) and can
periodically vary status of a human as being ‘sapiens’.

Chapter 3
Time And Magnetoelectric Processes
in Human’s Brain.
As the Time – The Past as well as the Presents in a human comprehension has physical and physiological criteria,
due to affection to the brain neurons, which is perceived by
means of a complex receptor cognition of the surrounding
events in the form of images, feelings, and associations, and
recorded within the neuron space of a new brain cortex, it is
necessary to provide a more detailed description of this process for better understanding of a chronometry mechanism
operating inside the organism applicable to various types of
its affection by MF.
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Light, sounds, weather, events, and events consequence
are perceived in the neuron- dendrite-axon-synapse-glial
space in series or in parallel, and in case of a human being
in emergency situations: military missions, fires, etc., such
perception images can be compressed or vice versa, fade
due to their commonness or rhythmicity.
The Past using electric and magnetic signals received
from receptors through the hippocampus and the brain
fields, which accept such signals, is ‘packed’ in the neuronglial zones of the brain. However, if sounds, light, pain,
taste, or smell are registered in both the past and the present
in the form of a frequency modulation, and often contain
simple single-type signals, the ‘Word’, being a product of
people communication, which is used in a society not only
as a linear factor of affection on a human that is connected
to an associational brain system of a human, it can include
the total sum of all consequences without a receipt of a sum
of receptor signals except for the audio signals, which are
the bearers of a volumetric load based on the previous experience knowledge, and definite understanding by a person
the situation and the place of pronouncing the Word or their
combination.
The ‘word’ pronounced by a human contains a certain
meaning and sound message that consist from spectral components. It can be addressed to the Present, to the Past, or to
the Future, however, it can produce the same effect: starting from euphoria till the absolute disorder of all systems
organism, or even madness.
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As the easiest way to conceive the Past is to treat it as
something lived through and ‘recorded’ into the neurondendrite-axon-synapse-glial space, and ‘packed’ in that
space relative to the accents of that previous state – for instance it can be stored according to the human’s propensities and tendencies, ‘bad’ – in a ‘bad section’, and ‘good’ in
the section for good events and emotions, while the ‘neutral’ can be deprived of its own section and be in a floating
position to form ‘blinking’ events that are not connected to
anything at any point of time.
And if the ‘good’ and the ‘bad’ normally form certain
reactions or reflects that can be expressed in actions, the
neutral reactions, in case of emergency necessity, usually,
need to be ‘found’ in the memory and continuously experience revaluation for further formation of a decision in the
present.
It should be noticed that the neuron- dendrite-axon-synapse-glial space has a base glia, which contains not only the
fundamental functions for the above said brain zone, but
also most probable the long-term ‘memory’ function, which
was formed and developed during the brain development
periods, in both the common history, and the personal from
an embryon to an adult. Distortion of the Past in the human’s memory can be provoked by physiological or mental
deceases, which also lead to distortions in perception of the
Present with changing of such reception signals as smell,
visual images, and audio hallucinations, and so on.
Whereas it is more or less clear with the Past with its
registration in the human’s brain, as well as with the Pre-
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sent, which can be perceived via all receptors or via various
associative systems in combination with the Past, and which
has been continuously running into the Past, the Future and
its reflection in the human’s brain should be considered as
variants of probable or desirable with images of the personal comprehension of the quality and colors of the surrounding environment based on the both, the Past and the
Present. In the neuron-dendrite-axon-synapse-glial space
the Future can be in the form of combinations or variants of
its realization generated by the brain; it is especially typical
for technical and every-day situations.
When a human is located in some certain space and its
parameters do not change, and have no tendencies for any
changing, such combinations will be final as the variants
with the highest level of probability and implementation.
However, when a human changes his or her spatial or social characteristics including transfer to a new level within
the society stratum, the Future cannot be generated on the
base of previous knowledge. It starts its formation during
the process of activities and communication at a new level,
and possesses a low possibility of implementation with certain content of suppositions and fantasies. Thus, it is necessary to mention again about the magnetic and electrical
processes that have place in brain zones during formation of
cells for the Past, Present as nearly the Past, and the Future
as the projects of the ‘Present moment’ projects of the brain
operation.
Adventurism of the Present generates uncertainty Future. ‘Uncontrolled’ Past cannot provide qualitative Present
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to a person. ‘Hard’ Past and the Present make it impossible
to create any positive probable variants of the Future even
in the form of a simple realization of the receptor signals
summary evaluation.
All Times, as it was already determined above, are the
‘magnetic and electrical blocks’ laid in the memory fields
starting from impregnation till the human’s death.
Often, it is supposed that above these blocks there is socalled the ‘Absolute Time’ of the human’s life reflected in a
closed system, which also called in public, philosophic, and
religious concepts as the ‘Soul’ of a human; it is connected
with the brain systems chronometry, and have no liaisons
with the receptors. Detailed description of this phenomenon
is represented in the author’s monograph ‘Theory of Objective mysticism’.
This Chapter represents the Internal Time of a human,
which being subjective in its nature, has certain events sequences, like a moment after a moment each filled with images and thoughts. Feelings connected with this moment are
the memory.
The External Time can provoke crisises, which is especially true when a human is expecting for the Future that is
constructed within the brain fields on the base of illusion
base of possibilities, and propositions in the Present.
External generation of magnetic and electric signals using MF with sets of certain combinations of parameters can
influence combination of the memory cells inside the human’s brain including valuation of the Past, Present, and the
Future time. Projections of the ‘Distorted time’ on the cur-
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rent events can provoke various mental infections inside a
society such as revolutions, monotonous ‘doing-nothing’,
or distortions in the justice perception. For a human, the
output external generation of the surrounding objects in the
form of MF on the Earth’s surface is performed by the Earth
itself with its oscillation of the magnetic field relative to the
state of the core, magnetic space, and abnormalities of processes on the Sun that include a great number of generation cycles, including the ‘natural’ frequency modulation of
magnetic fields in various fields of the radiation spectrum,
the solar system planets including the Moon, and the ultra
narrow band magnetic fields that are set by the planets motion along their orbits and rotation around their axes. [45]
In addition, human-origin sources, such as radio-stations,
mobile communication systems, sources of the indoor radiation – a computer or household appliances, as well as the
subway, electrical transport, space flights, and for instance
the hypnosis, are also the external sources for a human.
Short-term memory blocking is the most clearly demonstrated during the hypnotic affection of hippocampus neurons via the visual receptors – i.e. color and light impacting,
via hearing receptors – audio impacting, as well as via tactile impacts including heat and pain receptors.
In case of affection with the above listed factors at frequencies equal to θ (theta) rhythm of a certain person, which
value is about 4-7.5 Hz, there is formed beating, which affects proper operation of the short-term memory. Whereas
the long-term memory at the same time is ready to react to
words of a person performing any hypnotic actions ignoring
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censoring of the hippocampus. A hypnotizer uses the blockage of the short-time memory to extract necessary information from the long-term memory together with the motor
reactions including projection of the lived through events,
injuries, burns, and contacts with harsh objects.
Affections on visual, hearing, and tactile receptors achieve
their maximal efficiency when the eyes receive light and
color signals with various frequency, Δt=t1 eye – t2 eye = frequency of Q (theta) rhythm, frequency Δt=t1 ear – t2 ear = frequency of Q (theta) rhythm, Δttactile = t1 finger of the 1st hand – t2 finger
= frequency of Q (theta) rhythm.
of the 2nd hand
To add to all the above said it is worth mentioned that
having examined the current theories related to presentation
of the time as a factor joining physical processes the author
developed the following fundamentals in homeostatic processes and operation of an organism as a whole substance:
1. Understanding of the Time for an alive system can
be characterized by dialectic unity between the time of
the organism existence in some environment as a one object, as well as the presence of a number of timing scales
that establish the order for various processes inside the
organism, and which dynamics can be changed due to
resetting of the physio-impacts nature perceived by the
organism sensing system including ‘invisible’ magnetic
fields.
2. The organism vital activity processes inside the external environment acting as an aggregation of homeostatic processes and each of such processes individually
are characterized by an inextricable connection between
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their realization in the cycling (biorhythmical) form, as
well as in the form described by a very slow impacting
and the single direction of the process.
3. On one hand time parameters of the external environment form the living conditions for a biological object, and on the other – the object itself represents the
result of its own development processes that have place
during the whole period of living up to the current moment.
4. The time parameters of the external environment
and the internal processes of a biological system, as well
as the state of such parameters can also act as the background, in which various changes develop, as well as the
factor that stimulates such changes.
5. The organism is a system, where all processes have
place at a certain time domain and are affected by the
time passed during the whole period of existence of this
organism as a functional unit, as well as are affected by
the time passed from the period of commencement of
initial phases of various rhythmical activity cycles that
determine the timing parameters of various organism reactions.
6. It was established that operational rhythms of the
functional systems of a human’s organism have the frequency range of 10-5 to 103 Hz. Thus, over 300 functional systems of the organism operated in a circadian
rhythm (10-5 Hz).[28]
Provisions formulated above can be confirmed by the results of empirical investigations, where the hypnosis is used
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for simulating conditions of altered dynamics of processes
and flow of time for the Central nervous system.
The next chapter provides determination of the Magnetobiosphere notion, which is the element of the human’s being as a creative essence and his/her organism.

Chapter 4
About Magnetobiosphere
As far as it is known, the Earth and the space around it
are conventionally divided to:
-Sunsphere limited by the dimensions of the Solar systems;
-Geosphere limited by the distance from the Earth’s core
till the end of the magnetosphere that includes the magnetosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, lithosphere, Earth’s crust,
and the core;
- Magnetosphere limited by the distance from the earth
core that determined the Earth’s magnetic field to up to several thousand kilometers above the Earth surface;
-Biogeosphere limited by several meters towards the
earth centre to up to several dozen meters above the surface,
which include the lower part of the atmosphere, all hydrosphere, and the upper part of the Earth.
-Atmosphere limited by the distance of 3,000 km away
the earth surface, which can be subdivided into troposphere,
stratosphere, mesosphere, thermosphere, and exosphere;
-Hydrosphere limited by the distance of several meters
above the earth surface and dozens kilometers towards the
centre;
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-Cosmosphere determined as the space around the Earth
and the Moon; and
-Plasmosphere limited by the distance of 1,000-20,000
km above the Earth’s surface.
Each of these notional spheres is to some extend connected with the living conditions of all and any living being
on the Earth. However, none of them can characterize the
role of MF in existence of the Homo sapiens, and interexchange of the human’s brain and surrounding environment
with magnetic flows.
Thus, in this paper the author introduces a notion of Magnetobiosphere as one of the important spheres, which establishes the magnetic field (MF) as one of the most important
component of the terrestrial life, it is also called RMF with
a set of certain parameters that influence on development
of the human’s organism, and its brain, and located within
several meters towards the Earth centre and to up to several
meters above its surface.
Variations of MF in the magnetobiosphere are related
to variation in electric currents running in atmosphere and
depending on the Sun activity, changes in processes inside
the Earth magnetic flows, as well as in alternation of the terrestrial core states. For a human located on the earth surface
one of the critical is the impact of the resultant magnetic field
(RMF), which is the sum of horizontal and vertical components of magnetic fields generated by various resources including lightning discharges and magnetic storms.
Also, very important is the proper location of the human’s brain and the organism – vertical during keeping
awake or horizontal during resting or sleeping.
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While speaking about the magnetobiosphere (see Fig 7),
it can be represented as a thin layer of the resultant magnetic
field (RMF), which is the normal environment of a human.
Thickness of this layer is approximately 2-3 meters above
the Earth’s surface. It can be supposed that the ‘comfortable’ and optimal value of RMF is at the level of an average
human’s height. When giant people and animals inhabited
the Earth, this optimal value obviously, was at the height
of 4-5 meters, and their main component was the Earth’s
MF. At that, the Sun activity was considerably less due to
the thicker atmosphere. Moreover, the diameter of the Earth
could be also less than today.
Comparison of magnetic flows described above provides
a summary result or the resultant magnetic field (RMF),
which is radiated outwardly both from the Earth to the magnetosphere area, and to the surface of the planet. Moreover,
radiation emitted from the Sun’s surface, acting as a result
of the underground processes, In addition to the apparent
chaotic nature can carry information about some specific
changes in performance or regulation of organization of all
living beings including humans on the Earth’s surface developed during thousand years. As a result, such mixed radiation interacts with magnetic fields inside the atmosphere
and irradiates humans’ brain, and this phenomenon can condition further progress, regress, wars, or serenity of peoples
and other living being existence on the Earth. That id the
magnetic flows connect everything, at least within the solar
system; they ‘enliven’ or destroy, as well as establish the
‘physical’ time. [41, 45]
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Magnetic fields of the Sun, the Moon, stars, galaxies, and
all surrounding space, which is called vacuum, also affect a
human as a physiologic-neuron-mental object, but with the
less values. It is performed, the first by means of resonances
of biotissues and brain structures. The second, using presumptive small spiral particles [41], which are the base of
the vacuum, and which are capable to use intensity (density)
of their flows to correct systems of the human’s organism
and brain and its neuron-dendrite-axon-synapse-glial structures, as well as to form a magnetic force field in any space.
In addition to the biomechanical characteristics of the
organism, certain ambient temperature, stable pressure, etc.,
the human’s construct requires a definite magnetic component, which determines the brain activity and acts as a
principle regulator of the human’s activities starting from
impregnation; and MP oscillations are responsible for activation of all and any mechanisms of this process up to
the end of human’s life. A human is a result of the initial
well-arranged consequence of stages of creation of the both
the human himself, and conditions necessary for its normal
living that are listed above. It is not clear what the first was:
a human created in accordance with conditions that already
existed on the Earth, or these conditions were formed under
someone’s intentional regulation for the life and activity of
people. So much the ‘electronic skeleton’ of a human as an
object of magnetobiosphere has still very poor understanding, the only it is possible to tell reasonably is his susceptibility to induced magnetic and electric fields, which is generated by other magnetic flows, and namely, RMF.
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There is always a questions if the existing variant of the
human’s organism arrangement including his ‘electronic skeleton’ is the best, or the goal of development of this variant is
very far from the perfectness applicable to optimality, Thus,
the people themselves still have a very shallow knowledge if
they were created as a required element of the electromagnetic emissions circulation [45] with some certain energetic
constant, and if there is any real the best variant of coexistence of living beings with unlived, or they are rigidly bound
and depend on each other? It is obvious that this question has
no single answer; however, it is extremely important to try to
understand more and move further on in this direction.
Let’s stop on the variant of ‘controlling the human’s
brain’ from outside as a physical object of coordinating
human’s activities, by the resultant magnetic field (RMF),
which consists of interaction of the Earth’s MF, primary,
secondary and the tertiary fields of the Sun, as well as the
fields of the Moon, planets of the solar system, ultralow
frequency magnetic field of the Universe and objects beyond the Universe. From this point of view, current random
and inconsistent researches of the brain confirm that, as it
was already said before, the brain can be affected by MFs
with the intensity of from hundreds pT to 5-10 μT. Higher
or lower MF lead, in the first case, to heating, i.e. provoke
formation of a heating process, which produces inadequate
chemical affection, and in the second case, under the background fields of below 0.01 nT, to absence of the effect of
inducing electric fields in the components of the neuron
field system, and thus any influence on the neuron, glial,
and blood systems of the brain.
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Is the fact that RMF level within the day or nighttime,
while resting, standing, or in motion are different because,
for instance, at night, it contains no components of direct
affection of the Sun, while resting the RMF structure contains mostly the Earth’s MF, especially at night. Impact of
the Moon’s MF is also obvious, as well as the affection of
MFs of other planets under their approach to the Earth, as
well as MFs of comets or asteroids. Relation of the vertical
and horizontal components of EMF is also critical for the
human’s organism.
One of the main impacts on the human’s brain comes
from the outer space by means of the particles that form
vacuum, and which dimensions are less by orders of magnitudes that electrons or protons generating magnetic flows,
which are still not investigated in full-scale, but impact on
accumulation of the magnetic flows under magnetic and
electric currents at certain areas of the Earth, and on the
brain under significant concentration of people, especially
those who live in cities. Moreover, the solar system during its travelling crosses the zones of the space matter with
magnetic fields that vary in frequency and amplitude.
Transportation of a human’s body during his traveling
on the Earth also leads to variations in MF, where he is located, as the Earth’s MFs are not homogeneous and depend
on activity inside the Earth, magma flows, as well as the
structures of geological solids, which shield MF.
Resonance with EMF which activate mechanisms determining actions of the individual’s creativity are the fundamental component of the outer magnetic flows together
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with their synchronization with brain structures. Disclosure
of common mechanisms in the human’s speech as a taken
out structure, hypnotic affection of the word to other people,
as well as simple mental affection on the Nature, forms the
subjective Time as a project of thing and action, which was
said above.
On the next stage, the above said can be used to explain
objective changes in the human’s brain activity under impacting by magnetic flows by means of changes of the organism conditions during solar flares and processes inside the
Earth. The higher level of sensitivity of the brain receptors or
the neuron axons synapses, which sensitivity is conditioned
by the thickness of the axon conductors, the thicker they are,
the more sensitive is the neuron to variations of the magnetic fields, and the more all magnetic fields, especially their
variations, modulations, and variations amplitudes affect the
world perception by a human. And probably, this is the reason, why life of one person, regarded as a subject, is pointless and hard-going, and this person just like a stick in the
river flow, has no marks or goals in his moving, and another
has delicate attitude of mind, probably with RMF resonances
and rhythms of the internal neuron network, and is possible
to monitor and evaluate combinations of colors, digits, letters, words, or meanings on the base of the constructed diagram of chains, alterations of goals or instincts at the level of
processing small and nonmaterial doses of information not
only when being awaken, but also during the sleep. As a result, the latest has more clear prognoses and the speech that
contributes to his being more successful while living.
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It should be mentioned that the sleep, being a process,
has two aspects of investigations and evaluation, namely, the
sleep mechanics with participation of magnetic fields (MF)
of the vertical components, muscle contraction, automated
self-analysis, and operation of the neuron-dendrite-synapseaxon system of the brain without significant volume of information, which is a kind of hatchibator, which generates
‘makings’ of ideas related to development and evaluation of
strange and nonstandard positions and situations in Future.
Another point worth discussing is the fact that the higher
lives a person above the Earth’s surface, for instance, in a
multistoreyed building, the more he is affected by the collision of magnetic flows in the zone of the resultant magnetic
field, as his brain and its mental part are just in the zone
of collision of various magnetic flows, which balance their
characteristics close to the Earth’s surface.
In addition, it should be said that the modern civilization
being equipped with the powerful and weak sources of magnetic fields of various frequencies, destroys normal interaction of the humans and the natural environment probably
even more, than use of chemicals, deforestation, or, littering
of the planet.
Just as the flights of the aircrafts spaceships form ‘ruptures’ above the zone of the resultant magnetic field, which
can lead to the increase of MF flows from the cosmic space
and unexpected effects with changes of parameters of the
human’s brain fields, and their gradual degradation.
It should be noted that variations in magnetic fields parameters have place at the ultralow frequencies that can
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penetrate everywhere on the Earth and vacuum due to gamma-electromagnetic particles.
In case of the maximal variations magnetic flows of the
Earth pass through outside to the resultant magnetic field
and can provoke chaos in perception of one and the same
factors, and due to that to become a reason of various conflicts inside a society, and thus, as it was already said above,
such variations affect humans’ brains, and can lead to planetary catastrophe.
Events that have place within the zone (region) of the
resultant magnetic field, which parameters vary against the
time, and have certain regularities, are connected with the
activity of the mental part of the human’s (and humans in
total) brain that close to this field, accept such parameters
variation, and generates own magnetic flows. These fields
have small dimensions, although their parameters can be
compared with some harmonics of the magnetic flows of
the Earth, the Sun, the Moon, planets, and Universe. [45]
Collision of all these fields, which contain antinodes and,
being a MF consists of suggested spiral particles, which are
the base of so-called interstellar, interatomary, and intermolecular spaces, forms both variations in state of organism
systems and other physical factors, and the response processes, which generate continuous collisions of such particles. All the above said leads to the RMF influencing on
brains of people living on the Earth, and, probably, to affection, which is the ‘echo’ to the processes having place on
the Sun including by means hydrogen circulation within the
interplanetary space.[40, 45]
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All magnetic variations can stabilize or provoke negative processes on the both the Earth, and the Sun in the form
of generating all-penetrating magnetic flows.

Fig. 10
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The Earth’s structure and the conventional spheres are
represented on Fig. 10.
According to the diagram on Fig. 10, the Earth consists
of the following:
- core, which determines the main mass of the Earth,
and, together with the mantle forms the Earth’s magnetic
field (EMF);
- mantle, which formed the Earth’s crust;
- lithosphere, which, together with the crust establishes
the rigid spherical frame limiting motion of the melted mantle, and cools the Earth’s crust;
- Earth’s crust, which was formed due to lithosphere’s
compensation of the pressure applied by the magma flows
circulating from the core to the Earth’s surface.
- geosphere, which consists of the Earth structures and
the atmosphere;
- hydrosphere, which includes seas, oceans, rivers, underground lakes, and cools the main massif of lithosphere
heated by the mantle;
- atmosphere, which consists of gases necessary for living beings, and determines influence on compensation of
particles flows from the sunspeher and the cosmosphere;
- biogeosphere, which the space for inhabitance of the
principle part of living beings;
- magnetosphere, which fades the plasma flows from the
Sun generated in the form of so called ‘solar wind’;
- sunsphere, which uses the sun activity for supporting
the interplanetary space;
- cosmosphere, which consists of the interstellar space
around the solar system and conditions its stable state;
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-Magnetobiosphere, notion introduced by the author as a
notional sphere around the Earth, where the magnetic field
or the resultant magnetic field (RMF), which is the summary of magnetic fields, the Earth’s magnetic field (EMF),
transforming magnetic flows of the Sun, planets, and the
Space, and is comfortable for all living beings, as well as
joined with the living beings into the unified complex.
Such conventional detachment of the Magnetobiosphere
makes it possible for a more delicate approach to understanding the role of a magnetic field in humans’ existence, presence of mind and creativity, and finally, in a probability of the
field’s participation in formation of the life and supporting
organisms of the human and animals during their entire lives.

Chapter 5
Evaluation Of Transformations Of A Human’s
Physiological Parameters In Terms Of Fluctuation
Of The Magnetic Field On The Earth Surface
To confirm MF influence of physiological parameters of
a human the author performed researches in variations of
the men’s height and, notionally, the intellect level, during
past years.
While examining changes in humans height, mainly, the
men, on the base of the ‘volunteers’ lists’, which are summarized in the graph represented in Fig. 11, it is obvious that
these changes have a cycle equal to about 4 years, however
there were discontinuities from 1926 to 1931, from 1931 to
1938, and from 1938 to 1942 that can be explained by irregularity of timing in such changes.
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In the set period, the height changes vary from maximal to minimal within approximately 1.2-1.5 sm. During 40
years of changes from 1916 till 1956 the average height of
the men increased by 5 centimeters.
h (рост, см)

177
172

172 см

177 см

167
0
1916 1921 1924 1926 1931 1938 1942 1944 1948 1951 1954 1956

1980t

(год)

Fig. 11 Graph of the human’s growth behavior during 40 years,
with detailization of changes, and during 1950-1956. (Russia)
(Deviations in changes of recruits’ growth from 1956 till 1980
Are not available, however, the general growth variation is displayed)

Some anthropometry researchers explained variations in
the height primarily by a possibility of ‘volunteers’ to have
sufficient nutrition, however such explanation can be easily argued when examining situation during revolutions and
wars had place within indicated years.
The most researchers explain secular height variations
that also have place due to wars or political crisises. Thus,
factually the cause and effect relation of the men’s height
was not established.
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The author also performed measurements in height variations with averaging among students from different educational institutions within the period of 1998 to 2012.
The average height variations also had a cycle of 4
years with a half-period from minimum to maximum of
about 2 years.
The parallel there were performed concealed head counts
and knowledge evaluation. Having combined these two experiments, the following result was received: the knowledge
level of children that had a lower height was higher than of
the tall children. At that, their average height during this
period increased by approximately by 0.8-0.9 cm, and the
total level of the intellect reduced by 12-15% and sometimes by 25-30%, in valuation of both their general level,
and knowledge in disciplines. The amount of students was
approximately equal for each sampling.
The knowledge level was evaluated by tests, papers, taking similar exams, and displayed tendency of general reduction of knowledge and logics in comprehension by 3-9%
during the selected period.
At that, approximately once in 2 years educational institutions admitted students with higher intellectual development, and within this period – student with the lower intellectual level.
Obviously, it was related with their year of birth (or impregnation) and development of their brain systems, and can
be explained by an increased in MF alteration of activity on
the Earth surface, as well as by activity of MFS, planets’
MF, and MF of the Universe.
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Indeed, the sun cycle of 4 years that influences operation
of the organism physiological systems, and probably has
some mark in, for instance, alteration of a man’s average
height, is well known.
The two-year cycle of a powerful sun magnetic activity was discovered considerably recently by American researchers (USA), and is related with the output of strong
magnetic fields from the deep of the Sun onto its surface
through the border between the convective and radiation regions. The intensive activity zones are formed on the north
and the south semi-spheres of the Sun. the Sun activity has
been growing during 11 months, and during another 11
months it has been decreasing.
All the represented above makes it possible to connect the
sun activity with the 2 and 4 years cycles, and the intellect,
average, of people born in definite periods of such activity.
Intellect or the general brain development can be determined by many factors including resultant magnetic field
(RMF) on the Earth surface at the moment of birth (or impregnation) of a definite person, or some important period
of a human’s being adult in RMF, which was at some certain
place of the Earth’s surface.
Changes in intellectual abilities of people got into zones
of common and ball lightning also supports the abovesaid,
as at this moment the brain experiences restructuration of
its neuron-dendrite-synapse-axon network. Mechanisms
that may probably affect human organism will be represented below.
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As it was determined previously, change of the average
human’s height with the approximately 4 years-cycle, in
which the height increases with the Sun activity increase, as
well as changes of the human’s intellectual abilities under
alterations of the magnetic activity of the Sun with the frequency of 2 years, is the factual confirmation of the impact
of the resultant MF changes on the human’s organism.
A it was already said before, the height affection primarily indicates that hypothalamic pituitary system, which
neurons, as well as the neurons of the whole brain have the
frequency modulation of signals interaction of 0 to several
hundred Hz similar to the frequencies of magnetic impacts
on the Sun that are translated through the atmosphere to the
magnetic field of the Earth (RMF) with the periods of 2 to
4 years depress generation of Somatotropin – growth hormone. It should be indicated that amplitude of RMF variations is observed at 200 picoT to 3 μT.
In addition, affection of the Earth’s magnetic field alteration that appear due to the sun influences directed on pituitary gland, bone marrow, thymus gland, liver, and lien lead
to variations in erythrocytes, leucocytes, thrombocytes, and
lymphocytes generation, i.e. on the blood generation system. [30]
Similarly, pituitary gland and pancreatic gland are the interims for affecting endocrine system of the human’s organism and provoke generation of variations in glucose (sugar)
in blood. [46]
In additional, affection on the cordial and vascular system of the organism inside the cells of the blood erythro-
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cytes, which have iron elements, changes in a magnetic field
around a human can lead to considerable changes of this
system operation, which influences provision of the organism including the brain with О2 and nutritional substances.
The Fig. 12 display variations in pulsation of hypothalamic and pituitary system neurons in state of excitement
and pulsation of solar perturbance imposed on low variations in the Earth MF.
A1

а) trains generated by neurons
A2

б) trains generated by changes in RMF
Fig. 12 Pulsation of neurons and RMF.

Obviously, amplitude of these signals can vary but it
is necessary to take into consideration that efficiency of a
magnetic flow induced on the brain neurons is primarily de-
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termines not by the amplitude but the frequency response
of this flow. Signals received by the CNS from the various
receptors of the organism are similar.
The general influence of RMF magnetic flows on the human’s organism including the brain can improve or depress
activity of the brain operation, improve memory, and creational abilities of a human that was already discussed above.
One thing important to be underlined is the fact that
RMF variations from impacts of the Earth or the Sun MFs
can be different in coding with the communication signals
generated by the neurons inside a network, and it forms an
uncertainty in receipt of results for the systems and the organs of a definite person. Result of such changes can be
both positive and negative. The final result can be evaluated
according to the massive of people population living in one
definite place on the Earth.

Chapter 6
Variants Of Compensation Of Changes In Earth
Magnetic Fields (RMF) And Variants Of Treating
Deceases Using Low Intensity Magnetic Flows.
To reduce negative affection in absence of necessary intensity of EMF during flights around the Earth, long-term
space flights, flights or it is suggested to use the EMF compensation device built into a bed; this device will generate
horizontal and vertical power lines of a magnetic field during human’s sleeping or rest. Such EMF (RMF) compensation device is represented in Fig. 13.
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With this aim, it is recommended to use average annual
spectral component of the EMF variable, which includes
amount of the Sun cycles and affection of the Moon MF
(see Fig. 1, p. 6)

Fig. 13 EMF compensation unit

Where:
1 – radiator of horizontal components of the magnetic
field;
2 – radiator of vertical components of the magnetic field;
3 – generator of EMF components.
This EMF compensation unit can be also used on submarines, spaceships, apartments in buildings made from the
reinforced concrete, and in any other places of residence of
humans and other living beings with insufficient parameters
of EMF (RMF).
To reduce individual negative affection on a human’s organism during work or traveling it is recommended to use
an EMF compensation unit, which is normally worn on the
head to generate compensating magnetic flows of the vertical or horizontal elements or the resultant EMF. Such device
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shall compensate lack of EMF in the neuron networks of the
brain, or, if worn on hands or legs – to compensate MF in
the blood circulation system, as the blood structure includes
iron ions (Fe++), which are the part of the hemoglobin, and
define blood’s flow characteristics and oxygen saturation
that determines blood ‘magnetizing’. In addition, it is necessary to use a generator located in the human’s pelvic to
compensate blood generation MF. Structure of this device
is considerably simple and can have a network of MF radiators that are located on the human’s head, or one radiator
on the human’s forehead to stimulate Hippocampus neurons
that is one of the principle brain regions generating Theta
(θ) and Beta (β) rhythms to low risks of Alzheimer decease.
Placement of such devices is represented in Fig. 14.
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Fig. 14 Personal EMF (RMF) compensation unit
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Where:
1 – EMF compensation device for the brain neuron networks.
2 – EMF compensation device for the blood circulation
and generation systems.
Taking into consideration indefinite level of criticality
in variation of parameters in influencing on the human’s
brain by MF of 1.5 nT and above, which was discussed in
the previous chapters, it is necessary to determine the most
‘comfortable’ location of the human’s organism within magnetic fields that surround it in any room, as well as to apply knowledge concerning MF while planning lives of next
generations. While speculating on this problem, the following should be taken into consideration:
First, the middle latitudes are optimal for people’s living,
as there vertical and horizontal components of the Earth’s
magnetic fields are very similar and provides, at some approximation, equal ‘radiation’ by a magnetic field of the organism during both during sleeping and keeping awake;
Second, place for people residence should contain lowrise buildings free from reinforced-concrete and steel structures, within the rural area, where telluric currents have
minimal values;
Third, is possible, to place the bed from north to south,
and the human’s head should be located on the north side of
the bed;
Forth, during magnetic storms and the full moon it is
recommended to work in facilities or rooms, or even in the
fielded facilities;
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Fifth, it is recommended to plan impregnation for the
years, when it is expected an increased (average) intellect
level of newborns;
Sixth, to improve efficiency of the work it is recommended to arrange the working place so to provide the minimal
affection of uncertainties in EMF variations around;
Seventh, to minimize influence of MF during diagnosing
or treatment, and apply methods of diagnosing or treating,
which require increased radiation of up to several T in emergency cases only;
Eighth, to minimize all possible hypnotic affections: audio, light, color, or tactile to the organism;
Ninth, if possible, use systems that compensate deficiency in magnetic field intensity, described above.
The author considers that all the mentioned above is necessary to maintain stable magnetic environment inside a human’s organism during the whole life. Magnetic processes
inside the brain and the blood system of the organism require for continuous evaluation and decisive actions. Otherwise, various diseases, which can be discovered in humans
without understanding any ‘invisible reasons’ will progress.
In addition to variants of compensation of the Earth
magnetic field (EMF), which changes will provide stability
of the human’s organism magnetic environment, it is necessary to examine possible ways of treating various organs
and systems deceases using low intensity magnetic flows.
Taking into consideration results of testing parameters
of frequency coding of magnetic flows impulses and their
induction to certain regions of the brain and the organism
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using both invasive and noninvasive methods, there are all
grounds to hope for correction of the organism systems operation with curing effect. [46]
The following ways of treating affection to the brain
neurons by the magnetic field or by influencing on receptor systems of the organism are considered to be the most
promising.
1. Treatment of short-term memory of the both sick and
healthy person by stimulation of the brain hippocampus.
2. Treatment of long-term memory of the both sick and
healthy person by stimulation of the hippocampus and
the brain cortex.
3. Dwarfism treatment by magnetic flows impacting on
neuron and hormonal department of the hypophysiohippotalamus system of the brain through the mouth cavity
and the Turkish saddle bones.
4. Treatment of anemia by stimulation of the organism
regions that contain red marrow with magnetic flows
with low frequency modulation, and deviation of such
frequencies to eliminate adaptation mechanisms.
5. Treatment of the 1 type diabetes incipience, reduction of glucose (fruit sugar) content in blood by stimulation of the brain hypophysiohippotalamus system (and
the pancreatic gland) using low intensity magnetic flows.
6. Rehabilitation of post-stroke patients with the memory
recovery using affection of magnetic flows and the colorlight-audio impacts on hippocampus and the brain cortex.
7. Treatment of impotency by low intensity magnetic
flows impacting on human’s brain systems.
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8. Treatment of disseminated sclerosis by impacting
low frequency magnetic and modulated flows on receptors’ systems and the brain systems.
9. Treatment of the blood system deceases by various
types of affection on the sino-atrial node, brain neurons
stabilizing cardiac work, and cardiac conduction tracts.
10. Treatment of the Alzheimer decease by impacting
on the brain hippocampus on the light-color-audio and
magnetic flows with the frequency modulations equal to
θ (THETA) rhythm.
Of course, the list of deceases, which severity can be
reduced using low intensity magnetic flows with the frequency modulation from 0 to several hundred Hertz, may
be enlarged, nevertheless researches on each direction demands high accuracy and large number of experiments. Author feels no doubt that this is the very promising field for
correction of the organism condition.

Conclusion
During 80s of the last century there were written works
on how electromagnetic emission for almost all frequencies
known at that time affects human’s organism. And very often
such investigations contained researches for the emissions
with the maximally high capacity from W to KW including variants of their application in medicine, and namely in
physiotherapy.
This monograph represents examination of the magnetic
flow emission in the ultralow and low frequency bands, as
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well as studies only magnetic component of electromagnetic emissions as the most effective element that influences on
biological objects.
In this paper author offers the theory of ‘magnetic basins’ or areas on the Earth surface with various modes of
the resultant magnetic field (RPM), which determines most
aspects of affection to a human as an intellectual system
within his entire life: from birth till old age.
In addition, there is introduced such notion as ‘magnetobiosphere’ and its parameters that, possibly, can support
people in formation of the magnetic comfort in their living
and lives of their children under current conditions.
In should be noticed that significantly delicate mechanisms of MF affection to the neuron networks of the brain
can be adjusted during the process of a human’s life without
his perception of reasons for his rises and falls during various episodes of life, and be represented as deceases, or slow
career development.
Today, revolutionary achievements in electronics and
information technologies in terms of permanent growth of
conventions and uncertainties can lead to the loss of tactile,
pain alarm and other receptor systems by an individual (human), which, in its turn can provoke the loss of the ‘general’
intellect and physiological characteristics of a person as a
unified organism.
Currently, understanding a person as a human being is
being destroyed in many various ways, these are weakening
of the average creative mind during studying and receiving standard common education; ‘democratization’ of the
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individual way of living within the Europe and the Northern America; victory of the ‘monetary-followers’ policy
in almost all life domains in the most countries; return to
‘artificial’ Roman traditions, and so on. Moreover, natural
magnetic fields are constantly ‘littered’ with artificial ones,
which have uncertain level and frequency that provokes
desynchronization of operation of the brain neuron-axondendrite-synapse-glial structures.
‘Unauthorized’ transformations of RMF can lead to new
‘mental’, and later even ‘bloody’ revolutions, which using
the chaos, can provoke alterations in understanding most of
valuables, as it already repeatedly happened in our history.
As a result they can grow into recovery of the brain and its
structures operation and its cleaning from ‘scum of pseudocivilizations’, and in the worst case, simply to minimize distortions in the world perception. However, this process can
also lead to the loss of many elements of the civilization.
Nevertheless there are no desperate situations in public
and mental life of humans, and evaluation of the people state
in general, on the higher level above the so-called ‘breadbasket-level’ will make it possible to come via magnetic and
electric regulation to the more reasonable combination of
tendencies in nature and life of the humans’ society more or
less deliberately.
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